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For the paedophile also known as Kero, see Evil-unveiled.com/Kero. #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty #keroisoverparty KERO ADMITS A FUCKING HIS DOG, KODA! This person is a sick fuck! They should never be trusted by anyone! Possible side
effects will include at least one of them: 1. HIV/AIDS 2. Bestiality 3. Cuckoldry I didn't have sex with that roadkill! - Kero the Wolf tries to defend himself, but fails miserably. Kero The Wolf (Powerword: Joshua Hoffman), formerly known as Yami The Wolf, is a Furfag YouTuber who decided that fucking his dog would be a
great idea. He was generally regarded as a respected member of the Pelrry community until the information leaked from his Twitter account, indicating that he practiced zoophilia and necrophilia, as well as having a vore fetish. There has even been talk of Kero's alleged involvement in paedophilia. You do the math. Her
dog Koda recently died of kidney failure, and Kero had no problem admitting to raping her dog regularly. In the now infamous telegram chat he expressed concern about his friends raping and dismembering his dog then killing him. His friends assured him that they would never do so without his permission. Before
YouTube Kero started like any other typical hair. He lived the average life of a hairy DeviantArt, sucking neetbux from Furries downy. He was also a user on FurAffinity and Telegram where he went under the name Yami The Wolf. At some point in his life on the Internet, Yami changed his name to Kero, as he is known
today. As can be expected from most furturfs, Kero spent – and continued to spend – most of his time eagerly talking about raping animals in graphic detail and rping with other equally degenerate furfags on Telegram, and never thought this could be incriminating. Her days on YouTube The History On July 7, 2013, Kero
started her Jewtube channel which was dedicated to Doing Things Differently. And different were, most furries don't actually fuck dogs (Or get caught). HAHAHA IGNORES THAT I CHOKE ON KNOTS. Kero did what most rascals do on youtube. Live streaming, fandom tips, and of course shit like that. Kero discussing
the loss of her boyfriend to drugs. Other videos made with him As with most other furtuber, Kero has also made collaborations with other furs including Majira Strawberry who is considered the god of furry fandom. He was generally seen as nothing but another innocent furry youtuber when of course we all know he was a
great Flat. RUBBING with KERO His rise to fame On July 6, 2017 after several years of no one giving Kero a dick, Shane Dawson chose to do an interview with him about how the furry community was supposedly like. This was ashley ashley's result a friend of Kero's who discussed furries to Shane and paid him to do
the interview after Kero agreed to do so. During the interview, Kero talked about his so-called lifestyle and work at Applebee's and other bullshit that no one cares about. Of course, there was no mention of Kero fucking his dog as this information was kept hidden and we all know that Kero didn't want anyone to find out
this secret about him. As a result of the video, Kero went from having 10,000 subscribers to 90,000 subscribers. Kero also decided to start doing YouTube full-time and quit her job at Applebee's shortly after. By early 2018, Kero had reached over 100,000 subscribers, but this victory was short-lived. Shortly after Kero's
initial losses being a zoophile came out, however, Shane privatized his video with Kero indicating that he knows what happened. WEIRD SIDE OF YOUTUBE: FURRIES The Leakening Getting Caught In September 2018, leaked screencaps of Kero telegram's private conversations were posted on Twitter by a zoophile
using the 'zoodonym' handle, as part of a massive leak exposing a depraved zoosaddisto-pedophile sex ring within the furry community, a group kero has just been part of. Instead of properly handing over the information to the police, the zoodonym decided to create some lulz. After people saw the leaked cups, millions
commented, wondering what the fuck was going on. Although some of the initial images of what appeared to be Kero with tattoos on his fucking body a dog were proven to be someone else, later the evidence would come out that would show how messed up Kero really was. In the process of all this happening Mister
Metokur uploaded two videos regarding the leaks that came out, explaining that even if Kero was guilty or not furries were responsible for fucking with the animals present in the evidence provided. In his first statements to the public, Kero denied having any involvement with the zoosadist network in which the leaks had
implicated him. He claimed not only that all the messages attributed to him – appearing in conversations covering a period of about two years – were completely falsified, but that his Telegram account was also hijacked by Iranian superhackers from Iran, a country where Telegram has banned since June last year. In an
attempt to prove his innocence, Kero uploaded a screenshot to Twitter, showing his history of active sessions on Telegram; a story that was believed until the next screenshot it posted, where an icon indicating an active VPN connection is seen in the status bar of its He would later admit that he had simply pulled out the
Google image in an interview with a morbidly obese man wearing a Rick and Morty t-shirt, where Kero would also back down on the statements he had given a few hours earlier, completely changing his entire story for the The typical Kero fan trying to defend this sick cock. The Truth comes out While people waited for all
the truth about Kero to come, he arranged a couple of interviews with Kothorix and Ashley zoe Fox, in an attempt to clear his good name from all allegations of animal rape. In the video she did with Ashley, Kero offers her latest review of the truth, stating that her involvement with the zoo crew was limited to an interest in
feral artwork, and that about 95% of the conversations shown in the leaks are fabricated. This still suggests that at least some of the registers are actually real. Oops. The pathetic truth is that Kero SnakeThing's fellow zoosalist™ had simply decided to give away his login data to a complete stranger (archived: 1 2),
without ever thinking about the life-changing consequences for the fellow perverts with whom he had exchanged messages. Below are some screenshots of the many, many things messed up Kero said on Telegram: About missing photos [Expand Gallery] Kothorix talks about the truth behind Kero and chatlogs. Note
what Kero says here and compare that with his interview with Ashley zoe Fox Accuse Begin After several weeks of lulzy filled combat in the hairy community, many were shocked by the horror when tweets consisting of side-by-side comparisons between Kero's garage and garage in one of the videos of a sexually
abused animal were posted. The place was also discovered to be one of the places that Kero's now dead dog, Koda was seen in. Aside from that, chatlogs revealed that Kero admitted that the records are real and that conversations between him and Snakething, the leader of the zoosadist group took place. He also
admitted to someone on Telegram that he went by several names in the zoo community including Yami, Azzoen, and Smoll. Later, Kero put his Twitter account in lockdown out butthurt into knowing he was fucked. He also disabled comments on his Instagram because he doesn't want to admit that he was actually a
zoophile. Kero's evidence that he was involved in an animal abuse site under the name zooX18 began to show where he went under the name Nerozero04. Kero then reopened his Twitter account only to block him again shortly afterwards. Kiwi Farms has documented the allegations against Kero with many of the
members wanting to imprison him. About missing pics Kodapuppy2011.jpg Koda, one of the dogs kero fucked with. Kerowithoutfacialhair.jpg Proof that Kero had a clean shave around the time he was abusing Koda. Kerotelegram16.png Screencap of Kero's conversations with Snakething. Kerotelegram17.png Another
screencap of Kero's conversation with Snakething. Screen kero's account on .18. [Expand Gallery] Kero admits the names he used in the zoological community. KeroSmollWolfTelegram.jpg Kero The Wolf (as (as Wolf) on Telegram discussing his interests in Necrophilia. Kero The Wolf on Telegram discussing with a
friend of his being outed during time the zoophilia stuff came out on him. Kero The Wolf messages his friend on zooX18 quoting them the same thing as on Telegram. Kero The Wolf admits to churning out her dog Koda.png Kero admits to churning out Koda. Despite the large amounts of backlash even within the Furry
community itself, Kero is still able to live free without justice or punishment for his crimes. A group of furries who were formerly called Furvengers sent the evidence to the police. They have already succeeded in having the leader of the Snakething group (Powerword: Levi Simmons) and his Cuban counterpart Woof
(Powerword: Rubén Marrero Pernas) arrested. Charges for Snakething, however, have been dropped for now due to the statute of limitations. While it is only momentarily that Kero himself is arrested, it shows how slow the American justice system really is. The law enters on November 8, 2018, however, Kero admitted
on Twitter that he was now under police investigation and said he took the situation seriously. He issued an apology for essentially fucking on an entire fandom and promises the truth and explanation once the investigation is over. Kero is currently unaware of the situation and is not cooperating with the police. It is also
blocking those who want it cleaned up and deliver. Voice of Reason, one of Kero's few remaining defenders states that he is under legal advice not to publish anything public. Let's hope sooner or later that this sick dick goes to jail, but only time will tell. Kero leaves the fandom After a two-month hiatus in which Kero was
absent from all social media he announced on January 30, 2019 that he was leaving fandom. According to his lengthy statement on Twitter, he claims that toxic minds and witch hunts against him in the community were mainly the reasons behind him leaving. She also stated that while she will sing most of her social
media, she would keep her YouTube channel because it brings great joy to some. Despite what he said, however, he continues to be active on Twitter while purifying most of his tweets in the process. Gallery On the Disappearance of Pics Kero1stfursuit.jpg Kero's first dress of 2014. Also original design.
Kerothewolfdabbing.png Kero's second dress in which she kardashianed. Kerokill.jpg Another photo of Kero's second dress, in which she dies! Kero the Wolf beheading.jpg ! توملا تاناويللا  بتتم   - KerothewolfPSA.jpg And this was a public service announcement from your furry friend Kero! [Expand Gallery] See also
File:Kero.jpg Furhead kero. The Four Red Stripes the four dogs whose darkces screwed external links main accounts other accounts of other kero kero about Kero Kero
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